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The new mechanism of stabilization of beam instability is proposed. The basis of this mechanism is the process of 

dynamical chaos at weak nonlinear interaction of waves. It is shown that mechanisms of stochastic decay are 
responsible for the stabilization. In this process the part of the energy is removed by eigen waves of plasma which take 
part in decay process. Besides the fields with random amplitudes and phases effectively transfer their energy to plasma 
particles. It is shown, that efficiency of excitation (reinforcing) of waves with random characteristics is sufficiently 
lower than efficiency of excitation of regular waves. 
PACS: 52.35.-g; 52.35.Mw 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the majority of actual conditions of the experiment 

the stabilization of beam instabilities occurs as the result 
of entrapment of beam particles by the field of exited 
wave. In some rarer cases, the amplitudes of exited waves 
can be so high, that the requirements of development of 
local instability of particle motion of the beam are 
fulfilled. These requirements mostly appear in the systems 
with high density of the beam. Thus the chaotic character 
of particle motion of the beam also leads to restriction of 
the level of oscillations exited by the beam; this level can 
be defined by the conditions of the development of 
stochastic instability. In the literature (see [1]) one more 
mechanism of stabilization of instabilities (including 
beam instabilities) is considered, where the exited wave 
decays into other waves. And, at least, one of these waves 
or rapidly damps, or rapidly removes from the area of 
interaction. Thus the channel of dissipation appears which 
can cause the stabilization of instability.  
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The other opportunity of appearance of the 
dissipation channel, as result of stabilization of instability 
is considered in the present report. The essence of 
mechanism of stabilization can be explained by the 
following way. Let the conditions of local instability of a 
wave-wave process are fulfilled [2] in the investigated 
system. At the same time dynamics of fields becomes 
chaotic. Efficiency of interaction of a charged beam with 
fluctuating field is much lower than with fields of regular 
waves. In addition fluctuating fields rapidly convey their 
energy to heating of plasma particles. Thus a new channel 
of rapid dissipation of energy of excited waves appears.   
As a result stabilization of instability or even failure of 
process of excitation of waves takes place. The results of 
some experiments at which, apparently, the described 
mechanism of failure of plasma-beam instability is 
realized, are described in this report.  
 

2. STOCHASTIC INSTABILITY OF 
DYNAMICS OF WEAK NONLINEAR 

INTERACTION OF WAVES 
 

At rather high amplitudes of the waves exited in 
plasma it is possible that effective nonlinear interactions 
of these waves with other eigen waves of plasma 

electrodynamic structure take place. The dynamics of this 
interaction can be both regular and chaotic. We are 
interested in chaotic regimes. Such regimes appear in 
different schemes of nonlinear wave interaction. The most 
prime are modified decay and also the case of three-wave 
interaction, when during interaction the fourth wave can 
participate. By its performances this wave is close, for 
example, to a low-frequency wave participating in the 
interaction. The last case we shall term the quasi-four-
wave. The stochastic instability develops only when 
amplitude of a decaying wave (pump wave) exceeds some 
threshold value. Let us consider these two cases in details. 
 

2.1 QUASI-FOUR-WAVE INTERACTION 
Let the wave with amplitude  wave number  and 

frequency 
1a 1k

1ω  decay into two waves 2 2 2, ,a k ω  and 

3 3 3, ,a k ω . Besides that let us assume, that there is one 
more wave with the following parameters 4 4 4, ,a k ω ; 

4 3k k= , 3 4 1ω ω ω− << .Let us consider that the fourth 
wave does not influence the process of decay. Then the 
modification of amplitudes of three interacting waves in 
time can be described according to [2,3]: 
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It is seen from Eq.(2) that the half width of nonlinear 
resonance equals . If we replace the third wave by 
forth wave we obtain the following set of equations:  
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where 1 2δ ω ω ω= − −  
On the linear stage phase 

1 2 4 02( )δτΨ = Φ −Φ −Φ +Φ + satisfies Eq.(2) ,where it 
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G a V=

is necessary to change  on . Half-width of this 
nonlinear resonance is equal to , where 

| . This means that the distance between 
nonlinear resonances is equal to 

1V 2V

24G

2 1 2| ||
2δ . Assuming the width 

of nonlinear resonance for the forth wave is small 
( ) we obtain the condition of the nonlinear 
resonance overlapping and, correspondingly, the criterion 
of stochastic instability: 

2G G>>

2 / 1K G δ≡ > .   (4) 
Fig.1-2 show the dynamics of amplitudes of interacting 
waves, which depends on time for regular case 1K <  
(Fig.1) and for chaotic case 1K >  (Fig. 2). It is possible 
to show that the spectra of interacting waves are wide and 
correlation functions fall down quickly. Fig.1 and Fig.2 
describe the dynamics of decay of transverse 
electromagnetic wave iε  into transverse sε  and 
Langmuir wave ρ . In this case the function of the fourth 
wave plays return Langmuir wave. It is necessary to 
notice that the similar dynamics is typical for decay with 
participation of other waves. 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 
 

3. INTERACTION OF ELECTRON BEAM 
WITH FLUCTUATING FIELD 

 
It was noted earlier that as a result of wave - wave 

interaction dynamics of field becomes chaotic. It can 
cause diminution of effectiveness of interaction of 
particles with field in electrodynamic system and 
respectively stabilization of beam instability. For the 
study of process of energy interchange with fluctuating 
field in restricted area of space let us use the following set 
of equations: 

2 1cos cos , 1

ph p

d d
d V d
ε ξμ
ξ ξ ε

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ Φ
= Φ + Φ + = −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ hV

2

, (5) 

where  – dimensionless energy of particle, 
 – current and initial velocity of particle, 

, 

2
0/V Vε =

0,V V

0/ph phV v V= phv – phase velocity of wave, 

0(2 ) /( ) 1E m Vμ ω= << – velocity of wave, t kzωΦ = −  –
phase of  wave, L –length of a system, 0/z Vξ ω= – 
normalized coordinate of a particle, - random phase 
of wave.  If 

ΔΦ
0ΔΦ = , then the system of equations (5) 

coincides with system which were investigated in [5]. 
System (5) can be solved by step-by-step method: 

(1) 2 (2) 3 (3)1 .ε με μ ε μ ε ..= + + + +  
We will assume that distribution  is uniform with 
central tendency 

ΔΦ
( ) 0ξ< ΔΦ >= , and its maximal value is 

equal mΔΦ . Then from (5) for central tendency (1)ε< >  
we can obtain: 

(1) (1) sin /mε ε m< >= ΔΦ ΔΦ .                (6) 
In the case when δ - correlated fluctuations, i.e. at 
realization of a requirement 

( ) ( ) ( )Nξ ξ δ ξ ξ′ ′< ΔΦ ΔΦ >= − for average value of the 
correction of the second degree to dimensionless energy 
we shall receive: 

2(2) (2) 2sin /m mε ε< >= ΔΦ ΔΦ .              (7) 
From expressions (6) and (7) follows that the 

efficiency of interaction of the electron beam with 
fluctuating electromagnetic fields reduces significantly. 
 
4. HEATING OF PLASMA PARTICLES BY A 

FIELD OF NOISE WAVES 
 

Let us estimate the efficiency of energy transmission 
from random field to the particles. For this purpose we 
shall choose the most prime model. Let us consider that 
the charged particles move in random field where there 
are no correlations, i.e. 2

1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )E t E t A t tδ⋅ = ⋅ − . 
From the common equation of charged particle 

motion  in such electromagnetic fields it is easy to find 
the following expression for average square of energy 
changing: 

( )2( ) ( ) (0) v A2 2γ γ τ γ τΔ = − = ⋅ ⋅ . (8) 

 As it is seen from (8) the energy of plasma electrons can 
vary from several eV (electronvolt) up to KeV 
(kiloelectronvolt) in a time about hundreds of periods of 
high-frequency field. 
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Below we shall shortly describe the results of the 
experiment, in which above described mechanism of 
stabilization of level of waves exited by beam was 
probably observed. 

The electron beam with current 1-10 A and energy 
10-40 keV was injected in the interacting region. Density 
of plasma varied from 5⋅1011 up to 1⋅1013 e/cm3. All 



system was located in a constant external homogeneous 
magnetic field. The strength of this field was made ~0.2Т. 
During creation of plasma it got the form of the tubular 
cylinder. 

As a result of beam-plasma instability the eigen wave 
of plasma electrodynamic structure were exited. The pulse 
radiation of electromagnetic waves were observed in 
experiment. The duration of pulses varied from several 
(3-10 µs) down to 0.5 µs. 

The higher level of electromagnetic wave intensity, 
the shorter duration radiation pulses were. Besides the 
time interval between pulses becomes larger transforming 
to individual pulses. The radiation pulses from plasma 
follow through approximately equal time intervals. 
During failure of electromagnetic wave radiation the 
heating both of plasma electrons and electrons of beam 
was observed.  

At theoretical description, apparently, it is possible to 
consider that electrodynamic structure is tubular plasma. 
As it is known there can be two eigen slow surface waves 
in such plasma. The frequencies of these waves are of 
order . When amplitude of exited waves reaches 
some threshold level, the mechanism of decay of these 
waves on low-hybrid wave and on electromagnetic 
transverse wave takes part. The appropriate dispersion 
curves and scheme of decay are shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig.3. Dispersion curves of a tubular plasma waveguide 

The qualitative situation is simple enough. Let us 
give its brief description. At the beginning the beam 
excites one of eigen surface waves. When its level is high 
enough, eigen wave disintegrates into transverse 
electromagnetic wave and on low-hybrid one. As the 
transverse wave is not eigen, it easily leaves plasma. At 
this moment the effective radiation from the plasma 
cylinder is observed. This part of the process is in good 
qualitative agreement with the experiment At the moment 
of radiation of transverse waves from plasma two 
channels of sink of energy appear. The first channel is 
outlet of energy together with improper electromagnetic 
waves. The second one is effective heating of particles of 
a beam and plasma by fields of fluctuating waves. These 
two channels cause depression of level of fields in plasma 
and as a result failure of three-wave decay. The radiation 
from plasma stops. The process of plasma-beam 
instability can be resumed. This situation coincides well 
with a situation, which is observed in experiment.  
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СТАБИЛИЗАЦИЯ ПУЧКОВОЙ НЕУСТОЙЧИВОСТИ ПРИ ВЗАИМОДЕЙСТВИИ  
ТИПА ВОЛНА-ВОЛНА 

В.А. Буц, И.К. Ковальчук, Е.А. Корнилов, Д.В. Тарасов 

Предлагается механизм стабилизации пучковой неустойчивости. В основе механизма лежит процесс 
динамического хаоса полей при слабо нелинейном взаимодействии волн. Показано, что за стабилизацию 
ответственны механизмы стохастического распада. При этом часть энергии уносится собственными волнами 
плазмы, которые участвуют в распадном процессе. Кроме того, поля со случайными амплитудами и фазами 
эффективно передают свою энергию частицам плазмы.  Показано что эффективность возбуждения (усиления) 
волн со случайными характеристиками значительно ниже, чем эффективность возбуждения регулярных волн. 

 
СТАБІЛІЗАЦІЯ ПУЧКОВОЇ НЕСТІЙКОСТІ ПРИ ВЗАЄМОДІЇ ТИПУ ХВИЛЯ-ХВИЛЯ 

В.О. Буц, І.К. Ковальчук, Є.О. Корнілов, Д.В. Тарасов 
 

Пропонується механізм стабілізації пучкової нестійкості. В основі механізму лежить процес динамічного 
хаосу полів при слабко нелінійній взаємодії хвиль. Показано, що за стабілізацію відповідальні механізми 
стохастичного розпаду. При цьому частина енергії забирається власними хвилями плазми, які беруть участь у 
розпадному процесі. Крім того, поля з випадковими амплітудами і фазами ефективно передають свою енергію 
часткам плазми. Показано, що ефективність збудження (посилення) хвиль з випадковими характеристиками 
значно нижче, ніж ефективність порушення регулярних хвиль. 
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